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1. Introduction
1.1 Introducing Eversify
Before we dive into the details of what Eversify is, we want to first introduce
the business itself and the people behind it. Our vision when we created Eversify was
to create a token with real utility to its holders, while maintaining the opportunity for
drastic capital gains by way of token price increase like so many other projects
launched in the Defi Space. While our team is not yet DOXXED, we are taking the
necessary steps to instill a sense of trust in our community. Through actions like our
3rd party KYC, which was conducted by SolidProof.IO, wherein our identities,
addresses, personal contact information etc. were disclosed. Additionally, we have
had our contract audited by Techrate.
Finally, it should be noted that the team here at Eversify holds 0 dev tokens to
garner greater trust from the community.

1.2 Introducing Eversify Tokens
Now to introduce EVE, The Flagship of Fund Tokens. We would like to start by
saying that this project has been a great pleasure for us to work on, and we are excited
to share it with you. At a high level, our first token EVE is an ERC-20 token with 3 main
distinctions.
1. It collects its 5% transaction tax as Ethereum.
2. The number of eligible holdings an investor possesses results in a
proportionate distribution of Ethereum bi-weekly to eligible holders, from the
yield generated from the reinvested transaction tax in select LP pairings.
3. The fund tokens are connected to a wallet that yield farms on various LP
pairings, returning the fee rewards to eligible holders on a bi-weekly basis as
Ethereum. The tokens also participate in conventional price movement so an
investor can still enjoy capital gains.
Think of EVE as a yield farm, returning the collected fees to investors. Eversify
Tokens trade in the market, with all other tokens, however, purchasing EVE is not done
solely for capital gains, but also for the reinvestment of all the investors pooled
transaction tax into select Liquidity Pairings to generate yield for holders. The idea
here is the returns resulting from the reinvestment of the transaction tax will create
passive income for holders in the form of Ethereum on a bi-weekly basis, which is
beneficial to the investors, & beneficial to the Ethereum blockchain itself.
In summary, Eversify the brand, EVE is the first token, attached to a yield
farming protocol with the fund units (or in our case, EVE Tokens) trading on the ERC20 market for purchase by interested investors, but has the added benefit of Ethereum
dividends (E-Dividends) on a bi-weekly basis.
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1.3 Why Were Fund Tokens Created
Currently, tokens go through an extremely volatile process of fast and
aggressive climbs in value, followed by equally aggressive crashes, leaving those that
bought in early far better off than those that bought in late. After a token has crashed,
the only reason to keep holding is the potential for the price of the token to go back
up again. With Fund Tokens we wanted to provide investors with a real reason to buy
the dip and that reason is the direct correlation between the percentage of your EVE
holdings and your subsequent claim on E-Dividends (Ethereum Dividends). With this
investment model in place, we believe we have kept the foundation of what makes
ERC-20 tokens exciting investments, the potential for capital gains, while creating a
new, exciting avenue for REAL passive income. With Eversify Fund Tokens, you are
getting REAL returns paid in Ethereum.

2. Eversify Processes
2.1 Eligible Holdings & The E-Dividend Distribution Cycle
At Eversify we will be following an E-Dividend Distribution Cycle, which provides
investors with set periods of time when they can buy tokens that count towards the
current E-Dividend distribution, and periods of time when your purchase of EVE tokens
will count towards the next round of E-Dividends. After purchasing EVE, the investor is
eligible for Ethereum dividends that will be paid out approximately 2 weeks from the
conclusion of the Designated Buy-In Period. These distributions will continue
indefinitely on a bi-weekly basis. For a visual representation of the E-Dividend
Distribution Cycle, please refer to the diagram below:

For a wallet to be eligible for an Ethereum dividend, said wallet must have
bought a new, or held onto an existing, EVE position during a Designated Buy-in Period.
Purchasing any EVE tokens outside a Designated Buy-in Period will result in the
ineligibility of those tokens for the upcoming E-Dividend distribution. If a wallet sells
any of its EVE token holdings in-part or in totality before the upcoming E-Dividend
distribution takes place, the E-Dividend they receive will be reduced by the percentage
of their holdings they sold prior to the E-Dividend distribution. However, Wallets can
buy back up to the number of tokens they held when the Designated Buy-In Period
ended, before 12:00 on the Friday of the distribution to receive their maximum eligible
dividend.
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How do snapshots work? Your eligible EVE holdings are captured via a
snapshot of all wallets invested in the token at the close of the designated buy-in
period at 16:59 on Monday. A second snapshot is taken at the end of the 2-week cycle
to see how many tokens the eligible wallets are holding prior to the distribution. Again,
wallets that sell their positions in part or in totality before a distribution of dividends
takes place will have their claim on those dividends reduced accordingly. In short, the
first snapshot determines your maximum eligible dividend, the second snapshot
determines the dividend you will receive.
How does the Distribution cycle (the process of purchasing EVE tokens to the
eventual Ethereum dividend payment) work? The investor purchases Eversify fund
tokens during a designated buy-in period which are added to said holder’s wallet.
When the designated buy-in period ends, a snapshot of all investors’ wallets is taken
and stored internally with the Eversify team. After two weeks, on the second Friday at
12:00 another snapshot is taken to see how many of the tokens you originally held at
the end of the designated buy-in period are still in your wallet. Then between 12:01 and
16:59 on the same Friday you will receive a dividend in Ethereum based on the number
of tokens you were holding. (Up to a maximum of the number of tokens you originally
controlled during the designated buy-in period). The size of this dividend is determined
by the totality of the fees collected by the yield farming wallet. At 17:00 on that same
Friday, the next designated buy-in period begins, and tokens held throughout, or
purchased during this period will be eligible for the next round of Ethereum dividends.
How do Designated Buy-In Periods work? At 17:00 on the same Friday the most
recent Ethereum Dividends were paid out, the Designated buy-in period will begin. This
period will last from Friday at 17:00 until the upcoming Monday at 16:59
(approximately 72 hours). During this window, all Eversify tokens purchased and held
until the end of the Buy-in period will be eligible for the next round of Ethereum
Dividends. After the Designated buy-in period concludes on Monday, investors can still
purchase EVE tokens, but they will not be eligible for the upcoming Ethereum Dividend
Pay-out.
Why would someone bother purchasing Eversify tokens outside of a
Designated buy-in period? Investors may choose to purchase Eversify tokens outside
of a designated buy-in period for several reasons.
1. An investor may wish to capitalize on price movements in the token. It
is important to remember that although your dividends are tied to a
wallet that follows a risk adjusted strategy, EVE tokens trade like any
other token, thus the price will fluctuate based on the laws of supply and
demand, so an investor may wish to try to buy low and sell high to try
and make a capital gain.
2. An investor may wish to buy EVE tokens at a certain price and hold them
through the next designated buy-in period. It is important to note, that
although tokens purchased outside of a designated buy-in period are
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ineligible for the upcoming e-dividend, if they are held through the next
designated buy-in period then they become eligible for the next round of
Ethereum Dividends.

2.2 How is the size of E-Dividend Distributions determined?
The size of your E-Dividend will be determined by taking the size of your eligible
holdings from the second Snapshot (preceding the E-Dividend Distribution) and that
number will be divided by the total number of eligible tokens held by investors.
Example: if you hold 1,000,000 $EVE tokens, and there is a total of 10,000,000 $EVE
tokens held by investors in the snapshot, and the wallet your tokens are connected to
made $10,000 Dollars’ worth of Ethereum from the yield farming fees collected, you
will have a 10% claim on the profits made in the fund wallet and thus will be sent
approximately $1,000 dollars’ worth of Ethereum.

2.3 The Yield Wallet
This wallet will be where the EVE Token invests the pooled transaction tax in
various LP pairings. This Wallet is connected to the EVE Token and your eligible
holdings of EVE constitute your claim on E-Dividends at the next distribution. These
distributions are based on the collective fees generated in the LP pools we have
allocated the funds to. We take these fees, convert them to Ethereum, and distribute
them to the holders of our token.

3. The Eversify Tokens
3.1 Eversify’s Collection of Tokens
Eversify plans on releasing a collection of Tokens that are connected to
corresponding Wallets, that invest based on varying strategies. Initially we will only be
releasing the EVE token which will Yield farm for investors on various LP pairings. In
the future we are exploring the release of both a Leveraged token, and an NFT token
which would each be attached to a Fund Wallet that follow corresponding investment
strategies. So, when an investor buys the leveraged token, (assuming they buy in
during a Designated Buy-In Period) their returns will be attached to the performance
of the leveraged wallet. The same can be said for the EVE token, where the returns
would be connected to the yield farming wallets performance. This will provide the
investor with a choice on where they want their returns to come from. It should be
noted that just like any token, the price will fluctuate, resulting in your principal
investment changing in value like every other ERC-20 token on the market, but the risk
associated with your Ethereum based dividends will follow the profile of the selected
token’s wallet. It should also be noted that we plan on launching more than just the
three tokens listed above, as time progresses, and our community grows we will
investigate releasing niche funds that invest based on different risk profiles, decided
on by the community.
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3.2 Eversify’s Tokenomics
Token - EVE Initial Supply - 10,000,000,000 Initial Burn - 1,000,000,000 Initial Price - 0.00001527777778 Transaction Tax - 5% Transaction tax on buys and sells (not transfers) is taken by the contract as a
token and immediately sold for Ethereum on all Fund Tokens. For a breakdown of how
the tax works on transactions for fund tokens, Click here.

3.3 EVE’s Yield Farming Protocol(s)
The EVE Yield Farming protocol reinvests the transaction tax in a diversified
group of hand-picked liquidity pools across multiple blockchains. Holders of the EVE
token will be provided consistent dividends, paid in Ethereum, from the highest
yielding pools in the cryptocurrency space.
These major cryptocurrencies should be regarded as environmentally friendly,
efficient, and using Proof of Stake. In order to qualify as a “major cryptocurrency
pairing” the tokens must have:
1. CoinMarketCap listings with full project information, a website, KYC, audits,
etc.
2. Market Capitalization greater than $750,000,000 over a two-week period.
3. A history of more than 6 months
Please note: This is not an exhaustive list of our fund mandate rules. For more pointed
questions contact us at Marketing@Eversify.net.

4. Eversify Team
4.1 The Eversify Executive Team
There is a team of 4 core Executive level members leading the charge here at
Eversify, with planned expansion to scale the business as it grows. Those four
members are as follows:
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Name: Lake

Name: Akira

Title: Managing Partner

Title: Managing Partner

Email: Lake@Eversify.net

Email: Akira@Eversify.net

Name: Bismarck

Name: Xeno

Title: Managing Partner

Title: Managing Partner

Email: Bismarck@Eversify.net

Email: Xeno@Eversify.net

6. The Different Wallets and their Functions
6.1 The Eversify OTC Wallet:
A common concern for investors involves the existence of whales (large
holders) in tokens and how they could adversely affect the price if they choose to sell.
While welcoming the massive price uptick that whales can bring to the token, Eversify
aims to fix the negative price movements of whales. Eversify uses an OTC trading
structure that helps whales realize more of their profits while simultaneously
preventing adverse price fluctuations in our token when they sell.
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When people buy and sell Eversify tokens, 20% (1% / 5% tax) goes to our OTC
Wallet as Ethereum or stable coin. We will use these pooled funds to conduct trades
with whales when they wish to sell out of our token in large amounts. For example, if
a whale wants to sell a 0.25% stake in our Company Token (25,000,000 tokens out of
10,000,000,000 total supply) he/she will consult the OTC trading desk via discord chat
or directly from our app located on our website, and we will buy those tokens from
him/her (at a rate equal to 5 ETH maximum per day) instead of him/her selling those
tokens into the open market. He/she will receive an Ethereum pay out from us via our
Stable Coin and Ethereum holdings in the OTC Wallet (accumulated via that 1% of the
tax), and we will receive his/her tokens (which will be sent to the OTC Wallet instead
of the open market).
These tokens we receive from whales when we buy their holdings will be
considered out of circulation like a burn, except it allows us the option to return them
into circulation as needed (e.g., maybe we use some of our OTC tokens to get listed
on an exchange, maybe we do a massive giveaway to our holders, etc.) We believe this
system will provide a far better experience for whales and smaller holders alike. For a
visual representation of an OTC transaction please see below:

6.2 The Eversify Commission Wallet:
The commission wallet is where Partner Salaries and retained earnings are
stored before they are eventually paid out to their respective recipients. 1% of the 5%
tax is paid out to the commission wallet, which pays the partners 19.5bps each, and
pays retained earnings 22.5bps.
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6.3 The Eversify Yield Farming Wallet:
Only the Yield Farming Wallet to start (Others to be released when new fund tokens
released):

This is the wallet that yield farms 3% of the 5% pooled transaction tax. This
wallet is accessed by the team to place the funds into LP’s to yield farm and
subsequently pay the Ethereum Dividends to eligible investors.

7. The Eversify 2021 Roadmap
7.1 Eversify 2021 Roadmap
To grow our business long-term, the Eversify team has set an aggressive
roadmap in-front of itself to kick off 2022. We have broken it up into three major
sections of two months each. Starting in January-February, we want to get our first
fund token launched. Specific items in Phase 1 (January-February) include:
-

Launch the Eversify Website.
Complete audit for the Eversify Yield Farm Token.
Successfully launch the Eversify Yield Farm Token and Yield farm Fund Wallet.
Launch the Eversify App & Dashboard
Successfully complete the first full E-Dividend Distribution Cycle.
Launch the First round of Eversify Rewards.
Garner USD $200,000 in total assets under management in the Yield Farm
Wallet.
Launch a targeted marketing campaign for the Eversify Yield Farm Token (EVE).

In the second phase (March - April) we want to:
-

Complete audit for the second Eversify Token.
Successfully Launch the new Eversify Token and wallet.
Successfully complete the first E-Dividend Distribution Cycle with the newly
created token.
Launch the Second round of Eversify rewards.
Garner USD $10,000,000 in total assets under management (Cumulative value
of all Fund Wallets).
Launch a targeted marketing campaign for the newly created Token.

In the third and final phase (May - June) We want to:
-

Complete audit for the next Eversify Token.
Launch the Eversify NFT Token and NFT Wallet.
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-

Successfully complete the first E-Dividend Distribution Cycle with the new
token.
Launch the 3rd round of Eversify Rewards.
Garner USD $20,000,000 in total assets under management (cumulative value
of Fund Wallets).
Launch a targeted marketing campaign for the newly created Eversify Token.

It is important to note that this is only our roadmap up until June 2022. After it
has been completed, we will take stock of where the business is in relation to our goals
and create a new growth map for the remainder of the 2022, and into 2023.

8. Closing Remarks
8.1 Conclusion
The goal for Eversify is to become one of the largest yield farming protocols on
the market. We believe that by tapping into the very potent vein that is the token market
and crypto more generally, we have given ourselves a real shot at realizing that goal.
We are a token that wants to be a real long-term investment for people, rewarding
them in valuable currency, and simultaneously building our legacies on a product we
genuinely believe in. Hopefully after reading this, you believe in this project as strongly
as we here at Eversify do and like us you have come to believe that you really are a
part of something special.
Simply put, with Eversify, and our Tokens, we genuinely believe EVE has an
answer to the question “Why hold?” Because when you hold EVE, you will be holding
out for passive income with long term value.

8.2 Disclaimer
Any information provided in this document, or any future information given by
the Eversify team, does not constitute investment or financial advice. It is our belief
that all potential investors ensure that they conduct their own independent research
prior to purchase. Consult with your financial advisor before buying, selling, or holding
any sort of investment. By investing in any Eversify tokens, it is understood that you
are not purchasing a security or investment and that you do not hold the Eversify team
responsible for any outcome. The Eversify team does not guarantee investment
success and any risks taken are the sole responsibility of investors. Ensure that when
purchasing, you are complying with all local laws & regulations.
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